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Abstract

A simple� practical and uni�ed method is presented for detecting the parameter iden�

ti�ability problems due to non�persistent excitation� overparameterization and�or output

feedback within the identi�ed system� All the required information is generated inherently

by the augmented UD identi�cation �AUDI� method developed by the authors so very little

extra computation is required� Several examples are included to illustrate the principles

involved and their application�

� Introduction

Parameter identiability is a concept that is central to system identication �Ljung �
���� For

all applications� it is crucial to know whether the model parameters are identiable with the

obtained process input�output data and within the given model set� This paper presents a

simple� e�cient and unied means to monitor the parameter identiability problems associated

with non�persistent input excitation� overparameterization and�or output feedback� which are

the main causes of identiability problems�

In practice� non�identiability of model parameters is mainly due to the correlation of the

elements in the data vector which results in the singularity of the information or covariance

matrix� The correlation of the data vector is usually caused by the following situations

�� Input signals are auto�correlated� This is also called non�persistent input excitation

��Astr�om� Bohlin �
���� For non�persistent input excitation� the input variable at any

time can be represented by a nite order combination of its past values� The data vec�

tor for identication is thus auto�correlated� As a result� model parameters are uniquely

identiable only up to a certain order� One very practical example occurs when a process

is running near steady state and the process input signal is almost constant� As a result�

the order of the input excitation approaches zero and the input�output data are no longer

informative enough for parameter estimation�

�� Overparameterization� Overparameterization is a commonly encountered problem when

exact process order is not known� Overparameterized model requires an over�sized data

vector which is auto�correlated� The information matrix or covariance matrix formed

with the over�sized data vector is thus singular which renders the model parameters non�

identiable�

�� Output feedback� Output feedback causes the input signal to be correlated with past

output variables and even possibly with the past input variables �Gustavsson� Ljung �

S�oderstr�om �
��� Gustavsson� Ljung � S�oderstr�om �
���� depending on the form of the

feedback law� The feedback may be inherent in the process being identied or due to a

feedback control loop� In either case� the element of the data vector are correlated�

�



In this paper� the identiability problems associated with low input excitation� overparameteri�

zation and�or output feedback are investigated using the augmented UD identication �AUDI�

approach �Niu �

	�� The AUDI algorithm is an fundamental reformulation and e�cient im�

plementation of the widely used least�squares estimator� The AUDI approach simultaneously

produces the parameters estimates and loss functions of all the process and feedback models

from order � to a user�specied maximum value n� plus other relevant information such as the

process signal�to�noise ratio� These information provide the basis for evaluation of parameter

identiability at the same time as the parameters are being estimated� which is of great practical

importance in real�time applications�

� The Augmented UD Identi�cation Approach

This section brie�y reviews the AUDI algorithm to provide the necessary background for this

paper� Details on AUDI can be found in� e�g�� Niu� Fisher � Xiao ��

��� Niu � Fisher ��

	b��

Niu ��

	��

Assume that the process being investigated is represented by the following di�erence equation

model

z�t� � a�z�t� �� � � � �� anz�t� n� � b�u�t� �� � � � �� bnu�t� n� � v�t� ���

where z�t� and u�t� are the process output and input respectively� v�t� is white noise with

zero�mean and variance ��v � and fai� bi� i � �� � � � � ng are model parameters�

Construct the augmented data vector as

��t� � ��z�t� n�� u�t� n�� � � � ��z�t� ��� u�t � ����z�t��� ���

Note that the input�output variables are arranged in pairs and the current process output z�t�

is included in the augmented data vector� This special structure is the basis of the AUDI

approach and is also the fundamental di�erence between the AUDI formulation and that of the

conventional identication methods�

Dene the augmented information matrix �AIM� as

S�t� �
tX

j��

��j��� �j� ���

and decompose S�t� into the LDLT factored form

S�t� � L�t�D�t�L� �t� �	�

U�t� � L�� �t� is the parameter matrix with a unit upper�triangular form

U�t� �
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and D�t� � D�t� is the loss function matrix with a diagonal form

D�t� � diag
h
J �	�� L���� � � � � J �n���� L�n�� J �n�

i
���

The following remarks then apply

�� The parameter matrix U�t� contains the parameter estimates for all models from order �

to n� To be more specic� the parameter matrix U�t� contains all the parameter estimates

of all the models dened by the following equations�

�� �t� U � �� or U���t� � � ���

which� in its explicit form� is�
�����������
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�� The odd�numbered columns of the parameter matrix U�t�� i�e�� from �� �� up to �n � ��

contain the parameter estimates of the forward models �also called the process models�

from order � to n� For example� the �rd column contains the parameter estimate of the

rst order model

z�t� � ��
���
� z�t� �� � ��

���
� u�t� �� �
�

which is the third row in equation ���� More generally� the ��i � ��st column contains the

parameter estimates of the ith order process model� i � �� � � � � n�

�� The even�numbered columns� i�e�� from �� 	� up to �n� contain the parameter estimates of

the backward models �also called the feedback models� from order � to n� For example� the

	th column contains the parameter estimate of the second order feedback model

u�t� � ��
���
� u�t� �� � ��

���
� z�t� � ��

���
� z�t� �� ����

which is dened by the fourth row of equation ���� More generally� the �ith column�

i � �� � � � � n� contains the parameter estimates of the ith order backward model�

	� The loss function matrix D�t� contains the loss functions corresponding to all the process

and feedback models dened in the parameter matrix U�t��

� The odd�numbered elements� J �i� in D�t� contain the loss functions for the process

models dened in matrix U�t�� For example� the �rd diagonal element in matrix D�t�

is the loss function of the process model �
��

� The even�numbered elements� L�i�� in D�t� contain the loss functions of the feedback

models dened in matrix U�t�� For example� the 	th diagonal element in matrix D�t�

is the loss function of the feedback model �����

�� For implementation� if the more popular LU�factorization is used

S�t� � L�t�U�t�

then the parameter matrix is given by U�t� � L�� �t� and the loss function matrix D�t� is

given by the diagonal elements of the U�t� matrix� For a more detailed discussion on the

implementation of the AUDI method� see Niu ��

	��

�



The parameter estimates and loss functions of the process and feedback models available

from U�t� and D�t�� and the signal�to�noise ratio calculated using U�t� and D�t��Niu � Fisher

�

	a�� provide the basis for detection of low excitation and overparameterization� The feedback

�backward� models provide the basis for measuring the amount of output feedback inherent in

the process being identied�

� Process Identi�ability

Parameter identiability concerns the unique representation of the process being identied within

a given model structure� A denition is given as follows and detailed discussion can be found in

Ljung ��
����

De�nition� A model structure M is globally identiable at �� if

M��� � M����� � � DM �� � � ��

where DM � Rd is the set in which the d�dimensional parameter vector � varies�

Now consider a subset of the data vector ��t� in ���

h�t� � ��z�t� n�� u�t� n�� � � � ��z�t� ��� u�t � ����z�t� ��� u�t � ����

The process model ��� can then be written in the compact form as

z�t� � h� �t��	 � v�t� ����

where �	 is the parameter vector of the actual nth order process and is dened as

�	 � �an� bn� � � � � a�� b�� a�� b��
� ����

The least�squares estimate ���t� of the process parameters �	 is then obtained by minimizing the

cost function

J�t� �
tX

j��

h
z�j�� h� �j����t�

i�

where ���t� is the parameter estimate of �	 at time t� i�e��

���t� � ��an��bn� � � � � �a���b�� �a���b��
� ����

If the data vector is correlated� then any element in the data vector can be represented by some

combination of the other elements� For example� the input u�t��� could be written as a function

of past inputs u�t���� � � � � u�t�n� and outputs z�t���� z�t���� � � � � z�t�n�� As a result� there

exists a vector ��t� such that

h� �t���t� � � ��	�

Under these conditions� the cost function can be rewritten as

J�t� �
tX

j��

h
z�j� � h� �j����t� � �h� �j���t�

i�

�
tX

j��

h
z�j� � h� �j�����t� � ���t��

i�
����

where � is an arbitrary coe�cient� Clearly� all values of � produces the same minimum value of

the cost function J�t�� since h� �t���t� � �� Consequently� all the possible values of ���t� � ���t�

are the least�squares estimate of the process ���� thus the estimates is not unique�

	



Consider the situation with output feedback� A general form of output feedback can be

dened as

u�t� � ��u�t� �� � � � �� �nu�t� n� � �	z�t� d� � � � �� �nz�t� d� n� ����

where d is the time delay in the feedback loop� The principle of testing closed�loop identiability

is to determine whether the feedback law ���� is a subset of the process model ���� or in another

words� whether ���� makes any subset of the data vector ��� linearly correlated�

Obviously� a higher order feedback path ���� or a larger time delay in the feedback can

ensure that ���� is not a subset of model ���� For example� with process

z�t� � a z�t� �� � b u�t� �� � v�t�

if the feedback law is

u�t� � q z�t�

then the cost functions

J��a��b� �
tX

j��

h
z�t� � �az�t� ��� �bu�t� ��

i�

and

J��a � � q��b � �� �
tX

j��

h
z�t� � ��a � � q�z�t� ��� ��b � ��u�t� ��

i�

have exactly the same minimum value for all values of � since �u�t� � � q z�t�� As a result�

�a � �q and �b � � are the least�squares estimates for this process for all values of �� That is� �a

and �b are not uniquely identiable� However� with second order feedback

u�t� � q�z�t� � q�z�t� ��

or rst order feedback with a time delay d � �� it is not di�cult to verify that the parameters

a and b become uniquely identiable�

From the point of view of computation� the autocorrelated data vector leads to singular

information matrix S�t� in ���� which causes numerical uncertainties when the matrix is inverted

as is required� explicitly or implicitly� by identication�

For the process parameters to be identiable� one necessary condition is that equation ��	�

should not hold� This leads to the following identiability condition�

A necessary condition for the process parameters to be identi�able within a given

model set is that any subset of the augmented data vector ��� should not be linearly

correlated�

In other words� to make the parameters identiable� it is necessary to break the correlation

implied by equation ��	�� Some of the commonly used methods are as follows

�� Reduce the dimension of the data vector until its elements are not correlated� in other

words� reduce the process model order� This is obviously a solution for overparameteriza�

tion�

�� If the problem is output feedback� then add an uncorrelated excitation signal� w�t�� in the

feedback loop� This is equivalent to adding probing noise to equation ��	�� i�e��

h� �t���t� � w�t� ����

�



the cost function J�t� then becomes

J�t� �
tX

j��

�
z�t�� h� �t����t� � � �h� �t���t�� w�t��

	�

�
tX

j��

�
z�t�� h� �t�����t� � ���t�� � �w�t�

	�
����

The term �w�t� is not zero for � �� �� therefore if the magnitude of the probing noise w�t�

is su�ciently large� this cost function leads to the unique solution � � �� which means

that the parameter estimate ���t� is also unique�

� Monitoring Process Identi�ability with AUDI

Now let us investigate the identiability problem from the perspective of the augmented UD

identication structure� First of all� let us assume that the process to be identied has the

general structure as shown in Figure �a� which is equivalent to the more familiar� conventional

representation shown in Figure �b�

z(t)

PROCESS

CONTROLLER

z(t)y(t)

(a) The Process

z  (t)
spe(t)

v(t)

u(t)

w(t)

CONTROLLER PROCESS
z  (t)

e(t)

w(t)

v(t)

y(t)u(t)sp

(b) Conventional Representation

u(t)

Figure �� The Process Being Identied

It is not di�cult to nd that the forward �process� model� represents the correlation of the

output with past inputs and outputs� via the process channel� i�e��

�z�t� n�� u�t� n�� � � � ��z�t� ��� u�t � �� �� �z�t�

while the backward �feedback� model� represents the correlation of the current input u�t� with

the outputs and past inputs via the feedback channel� that is

�z�t� n�� u�t� n�� � � � ��z�t� ��� u�t � ����z�t� �� u�t�

�



A special case is when there is no feedback present� The parameter estimates of all the backward

models would be all zeros� indicating no correlation between inputs and outputs via the feedback

loop�

Let us now show how the loss functions of both the forward and backward models can be

used to derive the unied rule for detecting non�identiability problems� The three commonly

encountered situations causing identiability problems are discussed using this rule�

��� Loss Functions

From a mathematical point of view� the process models and feedback models are identical in

structure �see Figure �a� and their loss functions behave similarly� The loss functions of both

the process models and feedback models� under di�erent conditions� are depicted in Figure �a

and Figure �b� respectively� A thorough investigation of the loss functions help derive the rule

for detecting identiability problems�
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Figure �� Loss Functions versus Model Orders

The loss function is a measure of the correlation between the regressor and the output

�process model� or the input �feedback model�� The ideal condition for identication of the

process model is maximum correlation between the output z�t� and the regressor via the process

channel and minimum correlation between the input and the regressor via the feedback channel

�see Figure �a� which corresponds to the line ��� in Figures �a and �b� A more detailed discussion

on loss functions follows�

�� Process model� For white noise v�t�� the loss function of the process model decreases

as model order increases� However� when the model order is high enough to contain the

dynamics of the actual process� the loss functions ceases to decrease and stay at a constant

value� In general� the loss function starts with the value

J �	��t� �
tX

j��

z��j�

which corresponds to the zeroth order model� and converges to the value

J �n��t� �
tX

j��

	��j� 	 �t� dim����v

�



where 	�t� is the estimation residual and dim� stands for the dimension of �� Three

di�erent situations exist and are discussed as follows

�a� Line � in Figure �a� This is the situation with no process noise v�t�� i�e�� ��v � � and

implies maximum correlation via the process channel� The loss function converges to

zero at model order �� which indicates that the estimated model order �n � �� The

corresponding parameter estimates for the model with order �n are exact� However�

any model with order higher than �n is overparameterized are not unique�

�b� Line � in Figure �a� This corresponds to the case where ��v 
 �� The loss function

converges to a non�zero constant value� The model order can be determined easily

with the loss functions provided�

�c� Line � in Figure �a� The loss function is a �at line and does not decrease as model

increases� This implies no correlation via the process channel� in another word� the

process does not have any dynamics�

The correlation via the process channel for the ith order process model can be measured

by the output correlation coe�cient �
�i�
z � which is dened as

��i�
z �

s
��

J �i��t�

J �	��t�
� i � �� � � � � n ��
�

Note that �
�i�
z � � implies J �i��t� � � and corresponds to maximum correlation of the

inputs and outputs via the process channel� which is line � in Figure �a� The identied

model parameters have maximum accuracy� On the other hand� �
�i�
z � � corresponds

to J �i��t� � J �	��t� and implies no correlation between process output and input via the

process channel� i�e�� no process dynamics�

�� Feedback Model� For white noise w�t�� the loss function of the backward model exhibits

similar behavior as that of the process model� The loss function starts at a value

L�	��t�
def
�

tX
j��

u��j�

and converges to L�n��t� whose value is given by

L�n��t� 	 �t� dim����w

assuming that n is larger than the actual order of input excitation� Here dim� is the

dimension of the parameter vector of the feedback model�

The di�erent situations on the loss functions shown in Figure �b are discussed as follows

�a� Line �� This is the ideal case for identication and corresponds to open loop condition�

That is� no correlation between process input and output via the feedback channel�

The loss function stays at value L�	��t� as model order increases�

�b� Line �� This corresponds to the case that the input is correlated with past outputs

and�or past inputs� due to non�persistent input excitation or output feedback� The

order of the excitation can be easily determined by investigating the loss functions�

�c� Line �� This is the worst case for identication of process model parameters� The

input is completely correlated with past inputs and�or outputs�

�



The correlation of the input and output via the feedback channel can be measured by the

input correlation coe�cient �
�i�
u � which is dened� similar to ��
�� as

��i�
u �

s
��

L�i��t�

L�	��t�
� i � �� � � � � n ����

Clearly� �
�i�
u � � corresponds to the open loop condition while �

�i�
u � � indicates very

strong correlation via the feedback channel which is not desirable for identication�

The ideal condition for identication is �z � � and �u � �� i�e�� maximum correlation between

output and input via the process channel �no process noise�� and minimum correlation between

the inputs and outputs via feedback channel �open loop and persistent excitation�� On the

contrary �u � � and�or �z � � implies identiability problems�

��� A Uni�ed Rule for Monitoring Identi�ability

The properties of the loss functions discussed above provide the basis for developing the rule

and worth close attention� Based on these properties� the identiability can be discussed for the

following situations�

�� Non�persistent Excitation�

The input signal should be of su�ciently high order to excite all the process modes of

interest� Otherwise� some of the process dynamics will not be present in the input�output

data and the identied process models will be insu�cient to represent the full dynamics

of the actual process�

The order of the input excitation can be easily determined� based on the loss func�

tions� using certain order�determining criterion such as F�test� AIC or FPE �Ljung �
���

S�oderstr�om � Stoica �
�
�� From the above discussions� any model with an order higher

than the order of the input excitation is not uniquely identi�able� In other words� for the

nth order model to be identiable� the input excitation should have an order of at least n�

See curves � and � in Figure �b�

�� Overparameterization�

An overparameterized model means an over�sized augmented data vector� which implies

autocorrelation of the data vector� If the process has zero noise v�t�� then the overparam�

eterized model results in a zero loss function J �i� in the loss function matrix D�t�� which

is an indication of overparameterization� See curve � in Figure �a�

�� Output Feedback�

Output feedback causes the autocorrelation of the augmented data vector and this is

re�ected by a zero or very small loss function L�i� in the loss function matrix� which

corresponds to a feedback and�or process model of a certain order� Beyond this order�

models are not uniquely identiable� See curves � and � in Figure �b�

A summary of the above three situations leads to a unied rule for detecting identiability

problems� that is� from lower to higher order� if any model �process and�or feedback model�

produces a loss function of zero� then all the models with order higher than this order is not

uniquely identiable� A zero�valued loss function can be easily detected in the loss function

matrix� In the parameter matrix� any column that is to the right of the column corresponding

to a zero loss function is not identiable� To be more specic� the rule can be stated as follows






�� If any identied model �either process or feedback model� has a correlation coe�cient of

zero or very close to zero� then all models with orders higher that this model would have

identiability problem�

�� Under all circumstances� for better identication result of the process model� the input

correlation coe�cient �u should be close to ��

�� For ith order process model to be accurate� the ith order output correlation coe�cient �
�i�
z

should be close to �� which indicated small process noise or higher signal�to�noise ratio�

However� zero output correlation coe�cient implies that the overparameterized models are

not uniquely identiable�

It is now clear that the rule is very simple in application� just check the elements of the loss

function matrix to see whether any of them approaches zero� This rule covers all the situations of

overparameterization� non�persistent input excitation and output feedback and is thus a unied

rule for all�

Coming back to Figure �a� it can be stated that for better identication result �of the process

model�� the process noise should be small compared to the process output� In other words� the

signal�to�noise ratio �SNR� should be high� A side e�ect of high SNR is that the correct model

order should be used since overparameterized model may have identiability problems� The

probing noise w�t�� which has the same e�ect on the identiability of the the process parameters

as the setpoint changes Zsp�t�� should be large enough to break the input�output correlation

caused by the feedback� In practice� however� the magnitude of w�t� is not allowed to be too

large since it is not the desired setpoint changes�

In practice� however� the elements of the loss function matrix may converge to a small positive

value instead of zero� due to the presence of noise� As long as the correlation coe�cient are not

very close to zero� higher order models may still be uniquely identiable� but with reduced

accuracy�

� Examples

Assume the process to be identied is represented by the following di�erence equation model

z�t� � ��	z�t � �� � ��	�z�t � �� � u�t� �� � ���u�t � �� � v�t� ����

where z�t� and u�t� are the process output and input respectively� v�t� is white noise with

zero�mean and standard deviation �v�

A series of simulations are presented below to illustrate how AUDI can be used for testing

system identiability�

��

Normal Condition�

A random binary sequence �RBS� is used as the process input excitation signal� White noise

with zero�mean and standard deviation �v � ��� is added as process noise v�t� �see Figure �a��

Constructing the augmented data vector and the augmented information matrix �AIM� accord�

ing to equations ��� and ���� and decomposing the AIM with the LDLT�factorization technique�

leads to the parameter matrix U�t� and loss function matrix D�t� shown in Table � and Table �

respectively�

From the loss function matrix� it is seen that there is no element being� or being close to�

zero� therefore no identiability problem occurs� Actually� by investigating the loss functions of

��
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Table �� Loss Function Matrix �Normal Condition�
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the backward �feedback� models �the even�numbered elements in the loss function matrix�� it

is found that they are approximately equal to each other and to the sum of the squared inputs

�
P�		

j�� u
��j� � ����� This implies an input correlation coe�cient �u 	 �� which suggests innite

order of excitation� This agrees with the property of the RBS�

The loss functions of the forward �process� models �the odd�numbered diagonal elements in

the loss function matrix� converge to a constant ��� �	 t��v � ��� 
 ���� � ���� at order �� This

clearly suggests that the order of the forward �process� model be �� which agrees with the actual

process �����

Since none of the loss functions of any the models �forward models and backward models� are

zero� all the models produced in the parameter matrix� including process and feedback models�

are reliable and unique� For example� although the third order model �the �th column in the

parameter matrix� has two extra degrees of freedom� the two extra parameters associated with

these two extra degrees of freedom are very close to their true values of zeroes �i�e�� the � value

produced by ���� converges to zero�� Since there is no feedback present in the system� all the

parameter estimates of the backward models are in the vicinity of zeros� their true values�

��

Overparameterization

The identication procedure is repeated with no process noise� i�e�� v�t� � �� The resulting

identied parameter and loss functions matrices are shown in Table � and Table 	 respectively�

Now it is seen that the loss function of the second order process model converges to zero�

which leads to �
���
z � �� This is the ideal condition for identifying the second order process

model� As can be seen from the parameter matrix� the parameter estimates of the second order

process model equal to their true values� However� according to our rule� there is identiability

problems with overparameterized models� This is seen by comparing the third order process

model parameters �column � in Table �� with its true parameters or with those in Column �

��
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Table 	� Loss Function Matrix �Overparameterization�
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of Table �� If column � of the parameter matrix is multiplied by a constant � and added to

column �� the resulting column � will be a new third order model that gives exactly the same loss

function as the original column �� no matter what value � takes� A special value of � � ��	����

results in a new column � as

�������� ������� ��	���� ������� ��	���� ������� ��������

which are the exact values of the third order model parameters� This clearly indicates that the

third order models can not be uniquely identied�

Remark� The ideal identication conditions� open�loop with persistent input excitation ��u � ��

and with no process noise ��z � ��� produces accurate model parameter estimates for the

model with the correct order� However� parameter estimates of overparameterized models are

not unique� Therefore� when noise level is low� it is very important to always choose the correct

model order� Identifying an overparameterized model with ordinary least�squares method when

process noise is very low can lead to very serious numerical problems� However� with AUDI

method� overparameterization is not a problem� AUDI is an order�recursive method� from

low to high order� Numerical problems associated with overparameterization only occur to

overparameterized models and do not a�ect the accuracy of models from order � up to the

correct order� In addition� the correct model order can be always easily obtained from the loss

function matrix D�t��

��

Non�Persistent Input Excitation

The same process is then identied with a constant input and white process noise v�t� with

standard deviation �v � ���� The identied parameter and loss function matrix are shown in

Table � and Table � respectively�

From the loss function matrix in Table �� it is seen that the the fourth diagonal element

��
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is zero ����e��� is assumed to be zero by the matrix regularization in this specic calculation��

According to our rule� all columns to its right in Table � are not uniquely identiable� This is

clearly seen from column � and � of Table �� Although the loss function of the forward models

suggest a model order of � for the process� the parameter estimates of the �nd order process

model are not unique� Any multiple of column 	 �the second order backward model� added to

column � �the second order forward model� leads to a new second order forward model that has

the same loss function�

Remark� Non�persistent excitation is very common in practice� especially in control applications�

where the input�output data are obtained under normal operating conditions� For example�

when the process is running near steady state� the process is not fully excited� In this case� a

common practice is to stop the identication until informative data is available� Many on�o�

criteria can be used to stop the identication� e�g�� Niu et al� ��

��� Yin ��
�
�� Monitoring

the system identiability� e�g�� the order of the input excitation� would identify the potential

problems so that appropriate action could be taken� e�g� add extra excitation in the feedback

loop or simply stop the identication�

��

Output Feedback

Now introduce the following second order output feedback

u�t� � z�t� � ���z�t � �� � w�t�

where w�t� is white noise with zero�mean and variance ��w�

First� assume �w � �� i�e�� no probing noise in the feedback channel� The identied parameter

matrix and loss function matrix are shown in Table � and Table ��

The loss function of the second order feedback �backward� model is zero� This shows that

the input excitation is of second order� Therefore� the process �forward� models of order � and

��



Table �� Parameter Matrix �Output Feedback with No Probing Noise�
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Table �� Loss Function Matrix �Output Feedback With no Probing Noise�
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higher �columns � and � of the parameter matrix� are not uniquely identiable� although the

loss functions of the forward models still suggest a second order forward model� Note that the

second order parameter estimates of the feedback model� provided in column 	 of U�t�� has very

high accuracy� since it is noise�free in the feedback loop�

Adding a probing white noise signal w�t� with magnitude �w � ��� to the feedback loop

produces the identied parameter matrix and loss function matrix shown in Table 
 and Table ���

respectively�
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� Parameter Matrix �First Order Feedback With Probing Noise�
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It is now seen that the loss functions of the feedback models converge to a constant ��� which

is approximately equal to t ��w � ���� ���� � ���� All the forward models are now identiable�

but with reduced accuracy� This can be seen by comparing Table 
 with Table � and Table ��

Remark� A low�order output feedback correlates the input with process output and thus makes

the data vector linearly correlated� This causes identiability problems with the process param�

eters� To improve the parameter identiability� the principle is to break the linear correlation

of the data vector� i�e�� to break equation ��	�� Common methods include� �� adding probing

�	



Table ��� Loss Function Matrix �First Order Feedback With Probing Noise�
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noise in the feedback loop �as shown in this example�� �� increasing the order of the feedback

law� �� using a variable structure for feedback� Increasing the time delay in either the forward

channel or the backward channel has the same e�ect on identiability as increasing the order of

the feedback� but would degrade the feedback control performance�

If su�cient probing noise is added in the feedback loop� the process parameter can become

identiable� The quality of the identied process parameters depends on the relative magnitude

of the noise in the feedback loop versus the magnitude of the estimation residual of the process

model� Numerical and practical factors require that the input excitation have su�cient magni�

tude as well as a high enough order� This can be easily checked by examining the signal�to�noise

ratio that can also be produced simultaneously by the AUDI algorithm �Niu �

	� Niu � Fisher

�

	a��

� Conclusions

It has been shown that parameter identiability problems due to factors such as non�persistent

input excitation� correlation of the input�output data due to feedback� overparameterization�

etc� can be easily detected by monitoring the loss function of the process �forward� and feedback

�backward� models of di�erent orders� The test is simple� if the loss function of any forward

or backward model� from low order to high order� approaches zero at a certain order� then all

models with an order higher than this order are not uniquely identiable� In another words�

if any of the elements in the loss function matrix D�t� is� or is very close to� zero� then all

the estimated model parameters in the parameter matrix which are to the right of the column

corresponding to this zero loss function are not uniquely identiable�

The augmented UD identication �AUDI� algorithm is a numerically robust� computationally

e�cient� structurally simple and functionally versatile identication algorithm that simultane�

ously produces all the models� loss functions and associated information required for monitoring

parameter identiability� Therefore the extra computation required is minimal� �Implementa�

tion using conventional least�squares algorithms is possible but computationally prohibitive��

Continuous� on�line monitoring parameter identiability makes it possible to detect problems

immediately and initiate appropriate corrective actions� e�g�� add excitation or stop parameter

updating�

��
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